
Connect for greater insight
Smart Equipment Management for Neptune 3 & Neptune S

Smart Equipment Management (SEM) is an online, 
cloud-based application designed to enhance the 
ownership experience for your Neptune rovers. 
It provides digital visibility to your data, offering 
reliability and efficiency for your staff. SEM 
supports troubleshooting insights, balanced product 
use, simplified service, and asset tracking.

Level up with  
data-driven insights

Connect. Empower. Enhance.

Enabled through  
your docking station
The SEM application is powered by 
the docking station and is compatible 
with the Neptune 3 and Neptune S 
rovers. The latest data is sent from 
the rover to the docker at the end of 
every docking cycle over a wireless 
internet connection to the cloud.1

Simple,  
smart set-up
Initial connection is simple and 
only requires a wireless internet 
connection to send data. For 
security reasons, no patient 
health information is ever 
included in the data sent.

cloud

Easy access  
on all your devices
Your data driven insights are  
displayed within the SEM portal 
(insightcenter.stryker.com).

https://insightcenter.stryker.com
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Maximize uptime, stay connected
At Stryker, we know you value your equipment and want to stay connected to it. That’s why we now 
provide Smart Equipment Management (SEM) for both Neptune 3 and Neptune S with our ProCare 
Services.1 You have peace of mind and connecting is simple—with a secure internet connection, you’re 
ready to access actionable data. 

Stay connected, stay confident

To learn more, please visit smartequipmentmanagement.stryker.com. To contact your 
Surgical Technologies sales representative, call 800 253 3210.

ProCare Services

Maximize equipment uptime with ProCare Services. We understand that downtime is costly and 
impacts your daily operations. Our ProCare Services program is designed to help maximize equipment 
uptime with preventative maintenance options and repair service in the event of a malfunction.  
Feel confident knowing that all equipment service meets Stryker’s quality repair specifications.

1. Capability is dependent on model number and manufacture date.

Surgical Technologies
This document is intended solely for the use of healthcare professionals. A surgeon must always rely on his or her own professional clinical judgment when 
deciding whether to use a particular product when treating a particular patient. We do not dispense medical advice and recommend that surgeons be trained in 
the use of any particular product before using it in surgery.

The information presented is intended to demonstrate Stryker’s products. A surgeon must always refer to the package insert, product label and/or instructions 
for use, including the instructions for cleaning and sterilization (if applicable), before using any of Stryker’s products. Products may not be available in all 
markets because product availability is subject to the regulatory and/or medical practices in individual markets. Please contact your representative if you have 
questions about the availability of Stryker’s products in your area.

Stryker or its affiliated entities own, use, or have applied for the following trademarks or service marks: Neptune, Stryker, SEM, and Smart Equipment 
Management. All other trademarks are trademarks of their respective owners or holders.
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Part number Product description

0703-001-000W Neptune 3 Rover ProCare + SEM Prevent - Includes 2 preventive maintenance visits annually

0703-001-002W Neptune 3 Rover ProCare + SEM Protect - Preventative maintenance visits NOT included

0711-001-000W Neptune S Rover ProCare + SEM Prevent - Includes 2 preventative maintenance visits annually

0711-001-001W Neptune S Rover ProCare + SEM Protect - Preventative maintenance visits NOT included

Balanced  
product use

Asset 
tracking

Device  
maintenance

Empowers customers to enhance fleet 
management by strategically rotating 
rovers, optimizing utilization and 
ensuring balanced performance.

Enables customers with the capability 
to effortlessly view the assigned fleet, 
encompassing both rovers and dockers, 
along with their current locations.

Provides real-time equipment status 
and detailed error information to 
improve awareness and time to 
resolution.

http://safeOR.com
smartequipmentmanagement.stryker.com

